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File sharers to be sued
Music industry cracking down on college networks
By Banks Albach
Daily Staff Writer
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a quiet Saturday. at tern ion in
Bristol. Conn., turned confusing
and st ary. ’Hie documents contained the Vique family ’s Internet
history. mi ludmg each of the
2.500 songs Value and her sister
dim nloaded through Ka/aa.
peer-to -peer file -sharing program.
Althinigh the I:nuily ot Vique. a
San Jose State I .niversity English
[imam. decided among themselves
Ii’ stop doss iiliiadtng three months
prior to the marshal’s v ’sit, the
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siitiptienaed
is ire enough tor the Recording
Industry Association of America
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ring to the odds of being targeted
among millions of users.
The family was ads twit by
’ASS cr to toot the bill rather than
it, to court. They negotiated a
settlement of $4.000. \stud] k as
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is as more alarming and star than

individual
pawn against
network uspeer -to -peer
ers. The recording association is
the trade group that represents the
recording industry.
-Nobody likes playing the
heavy and ha% mg to resort ti
IIIH2:1111,11.- said Cary Sherman,
reLording assoLiation president.
in the 21iii statement. "But ishen
sour product is being regularly
stolen, there comes a time when
vou have to take appropriate .11:11011. We simply sannot allow online piracy to continue destroy tint
Ille Ii. cIt hum’s of artists. musicians. songwriters, retailers. and
every one in the music industry
On Jan. 24. the recording ASS(’ t. !anon tiled more than 700 "folio
see
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Council votes against ROTC
Group may support discrimination, senate says
By Marsea Nelson
ih,i/y Staff Writer
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a ny thing.- Vique said.
The September 2(K)3 suit
against Viuue’s father came with in months of an announcement
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It was starting a
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Dance
team
member
files
charges

The Academic Senate held
its March meeting Monday and
agreed, among other things. to
support anti -discrimination policies by not supporting the ROTC.
The three-hour meeting was
presided user by senate chair
Anne",
Sally Veregge. chair of the
hii,k,giu al sai iences department.
brought forth Resolution AS12140
on behalf ot the execulise
1111nCe.
File senate passed the resolution. is hi. 11 :ills for increased at tem m 1, ampus climate policy

’.iiil,ittoiis in regards to the kill
progiam
Neiegge said the military di,
Cr1111111.11es against homosesnals
Solomon
the
19%,
In
Amendment to the Armed Fines
code allowed federal f muting to
he denied to universities it they
it
prohibit 10111’ programs
present military recruitment ..n
campus.
Veregcc said lot Mel l’icsnieni
Robert Caret it, irked to has
the ROTC mow oil Lampus bitt
received a letter Irian the I S
Department of Iktense indicating
that SJSU’s federal Muds would
be revoked foam Lampus
then put on
The Plits
hold because the president and the

scuatt did not %tam to leopatch/e
student funds.
" this has kind 14 gone out of
’hr clitsi 11111 S 11CSS 111( ,is’. hIle."
C rel.! CC said
She added lhal bringing this to
the senate was reattimung their
goals
She said by Alms mg the
RI I Fr on campus. SJSI is forced
Ii,
ept disLommanon
When !Sassing addressed the
senate, he briefly tout lied on the
budget.
"We’re in the heart of the budget debate at the c.ipitcl," Kassmg
said, adding he would keep the
senate abreast ot any updates
Ile also announced that Anne
Lass rent c piotessor of business.

is Ine 01/1s1.11111111!
ii ’is
Ptoless,ir it the 1 ear
Honorary doctorates is ill be
go en to Fommie Smith and John
Carlos
Both %%ere 19ng Olympians
and San Jose State I:rms.:y.11y
students
acknowledged
Kassing
.Assot. ’,lied Students for bringing
this idea fOrward.
the senate discussed restitution AS12g1, presented hs
Miriam Donoho, professor ot
markettng and decision stint es.
Nhich asked for the endorsement
of the goals and % piton drafted hv
the ( ;oats Advisory Council

see SENATE.
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Jose
State
A
San
Univ ersity dance team member tiled assault and battery
charges against John Glass,
senior associate athletics director and chief operations
officer on March 17. but the
Santa Clara County district
attomey’s office has decided
not to press charges.
According
to
the
Police
University
Department’s report. Tarah
DiNardo \Las grabbed by
Glass. an act that "resulted
in visible physical intones to
(DiNardo’si upper lett arm."
DiNardo said the incident occurred after a San
Jose State l’insersity men’s
basketball game in March
5 when she haul uontromed a
man who had been heckling
the dance team members.
During the game. according to the police report. SJSU
alumnus Ray Sit% a. who
DiNardo said she and her
teammates had frequently
seen at SPII. athletic games.
was heckling the dance team
members hefore, during and
after then performances.
-He is as yelling things
like. ’You guy, suck. get
off the court, you’re trash.’
DiNardo said.
In a statement to authorities. Silv a said he was offended by the dance team’s
routine.
DiNardo said after the
man had left the stands, she
approached him and asked
that he refrain from insulting
her and her teammates.
According to the police
report. Daniel Bolen. father
of one of the dance team
meinhers, shot video of
Glass approaching DiNardo
and Silva.
"Glass then reaches out
with his right hand and

see CHARGES.
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Sling kicked oft his Broken
Music Tour is ith a sold 0111 per romance at the Lient Center
Friday night
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Concertgoers wait in line forth. start of the Sting concert Friday at the
Event Center. Phantom Planet opened up the concert before Stinq’s
performance.
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Opposing Should high schools promote abstinenceViews: only sexual education programs?
Abstinence is an alternative to
the consequences of ’safe sex.’

YES

Making a decision to postpone sex until marriage, for me, has been a
promise to keep my body pure and free from certain diseases, undesired
responsibility and the emotional turmoil associated with individuals giving themselves to others who will have no lasting role in their lives.
In addition to a promise to me. this is a promise to my future husband.
who I don’t even know yet.
Think of how uplifting it would be if you found out that the man or
woman of your dreams made a promise, before he or she even met you.
to make sacrifices to remain pure for something greater.
And, you have done the same for him or her. Whether you’re male or
female, experienced sexually or not, ready for marriage or far from it.
this promise to your future spouse can be made today to impact both your
future and your spouse’s.
Statistics show that couples who live together before marriage and
are commonly sleeping together
have a 50 percent higher chance of
divorce than those who don’t. Cohabitating couples also have higher
rates of domestic violence and of having
sexual affairs. In addition, if the woman
involved in a cohabitating relationship
gets pregnant, there is a high chance that
the man will leave the woman within two
years. resulting in a fatherless child.
Unfortunately, schools today don’t focus on the benefits of abstinence. They do.
however, teach students statistics in hopes
of persuading teenagers to practice safe
methods of sex.
CHRISTINE GLARROW
For instance, according to The Alan
Guttmacher Institute:
Every year. roughly 4 million new sexually transmitted disease
infections occur among teenagers in the United States.
The United States continues to have one of the highest teenage pregnancy rates in the developed world twice as high as those
in England. Wales or Canada and nine times as high as rates in the
Netherlands and Japan.
Of the approximately 950.000 teenage pregnancies each year,
more than 75 percent are unintended and more than 25 percent of these
pregnancies end in abortion.
These potential consequences can only be prevented with abstinence.
If there are so many potential risks involved with casual sex and so
many students are participating in it by their 18th birthday, six in 10
females and seven in 10 males have had sexual intercourse why aren’t
schools teaching students to wait?
Instead, schools pass out condoms to 14-year-olds and inform them of
other forms of birth control, giving them a false security, free from all the
physical and emotional mayhem that commonly accompanies premarital
sex. They’re telling teenagers. "We know you’re not going to wait, so at
least use these," when schools could focus on the beauty and value of sex
and why it’s important to wait.
Schools are teaching teenagers that they can have what they want.
when they want it and will even provide them with a morning-after pill.

Students need to know more
to make informed choices.

NO

In the last decade the rate of teenage pregnancy in the United States
has declined. But according to Planned Parenthood, it remains the highest in the developed world.
Approximately 97 out of every 1,0(10 women ages 15 to 19. or one
million American teenagers, become pregnant each year.
While sexual education is something that everyone can benefit from,
teaching sexual abstinence should come with limitations. School is there
to educate children, not to create a formulated, narrow-minded human
being that acts and talks like everyone else.
"In the end, they will have sex if they want to," my 16-year-old sister
said to me.
A hot topic concerning abstinence-only education are studies of virginity pledges public declarations to abstain from sex. According to
researchers from Yale and Columbia, young people who sign a virginity
pledge delay the initiation of sexual activity, marry at younger ages and
have fewer sexual partners, but they are also less likely to use condoms
and more likely to experiment with oral
and anal sex. The findings are based on a
study that began in 1995. tracking 20.000
people from high school to adulthood.
In many ways, sexual education seems
to use fear tactics as opposed to teaching the whole story to students about effective contraceptives and what to do in
emergency situations. Videos of women
giving birth and pictures of different sexually transmitted diseases are often viewed
SHANNON BARRY
in the classroom and somewhat effective in
keeping teenagers from becoming involved.
but often the whole truth is not exposed.
While teens make up 10 percent of the population, they contract 23
percent of STDs.
The main problem faced in sexual education today is the naive understanding that these diseases can only be contracted through sexual
intercourse. With curiosity and half-truths of sexual education, students
venture out on their own to seek the forbidden fruit, often biting off more
than they can chew.
Recent studies have shown that teens are engaging in oral sex more
often than having vaginal and/or anal intercourse. Millions of teenagers
become infected with STDs such as chlamydia. gonorrhea. HIV and herpes each year. Oral sex is a way of becoming infected.
Abstinence is not the only answer or the solution for every student.
The importance of sexual education lies in the household. Children learn
most of their sexual education in the early stages of life and censoring
this information is not always wise.
After hearing the same words over and over
"sex is had" it
begins to be less beneficial when no one takes the time to explain why.
Rather than taking the easy way out and hounding their children, a little
bit of explanation of the options teenagers ha% e goes a long way.
School exists to teach the guidelines. There is no final answer for everyone and sexual abstinence is no different.

Illustration by Alan Bayudan

Christine Glarrow is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Shannon Barry is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
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"Yes. People are at an
age where they want
to experiment
sexually they need
the information."
Ricardo Orozco

"Yes. People at that age
should be
thinking more
about their fliture."

"Yes. The more
students know about
sex, the more they’ll be
aware of the risks."

Charlie Allen

junior,
engineering

senior,

Spanish

Phillip Chatman

"No. People usually
do the opposite of
what they’re told to
do. This compounds
the problem."
Greg Mullins

"No. Schools should
be open to the issue of
talking to the students
about sex and let them
make the decision."
Connie Balaoing

sophomore,
graphic design

"No. Because
abstinence-only
programs haven’t been
proven to prevent
teens from having sex."
Sasha Volynets

junior,

creative writing

junior,
nursing

freshman,
art
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OPINION PAGE POLICY I

Readers are encouraged
to express themselves on the Opinion page with a
letter to the editor.

A letter to the editor is a response to an issue or a
point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Only letters between 200 to 400 words will be
t’onsidered for publication.
Submissions become property of the Spartan Daily
and may he edited tor clarity, grammar, libel and
length submissions must contain the author’s name,
addntss, phone number, signature and mator.
Submissions may be placed in the Letters to the
Editor has at the Spartan Daily office in Dwight Bente!
Hall, Room 209, sent by fax to (405)924-V37, e-mail at
spartandailricasa sisticdu or mailed to the Spartan
Daily Opinion Editor, School ot lournalism and Mass
Communications, San lose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose, ’A 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by and an. the consensus of the
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not
necessarily reflect the VIVW% ot the Spartan Daily, the
School of Jounialism and Mass communications or
SJSU.
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GUEST COLUMN

Immigration offers opportunities to the U.S.
’Hie glaring headline reads. "Illegal immigrant
numbers soar."

even "E Pluribus Unum." meaning "from many, one."

we seem shocked at the outcome.
Even in the welcome packet that immigrants receive when they start the naturalization process. the
first paragraph states. "Throughout our history, immigrants have come here seeking a better way of life and
have strengthened our nation in the process."
If the country didn’t want illegal immigration, then it might be sued for false
advertising.
This country has benefited from the
diversity that immigration has brought.
The United States shouldn’t make
qualified prospective candidates for residency jump through hoops in order to
have a chance to live here.
I say this because I am a daughter
MAYRA
of immigrants. My parents came to this
country illegally. They each worked two
jobs. cleaning houses and washing cars.
They lived with two other families under one roof and
were sponsored for residency years after they arrived.
And they appreciated it.
You see, sponsorship is the only realistic chance
immigrants from Mexico have to become legal. This
is when a very kind employer, guardian or other

Who cares?

me
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Doesn’t this country have bigger things to worry
about? Universal health care? Education? An impending World War III if our president keeps egging on
Iran or whatever the next unsuspecting country of the
week is?
The article
published March 22 in the San Jose
Mercury News
said that there are 10.3 million undocumented immigrants living in the United States.
Like this country didn’t already know that.
Who do you think picks the fruits and vegetables
that end up on our tables and in our restaurants? Who
mops and sweeps our floors? Takes care of our landscaping?
The report also said California is home to 2.5 million illegal immigrants, a quarter of the total.
Of course it is the border is just a hop and a skip
away. Besides. California embodies the American
dream.
Again, why didn’t anyone already see this coming?
For a country founded by immigrants and a country
that welcomes them with catch phrases such as "The
Land of Opportunity" or "Equal Opportunity." or

person, takes legal responsibility tor the immigrant
Otherwise, there is a very long and costly process.
My parents both worked and receied no benefits.

Instead, they were constantly in fear of "La Migra"
the immigration service.
There are many things to benefit from immigrants.
My parents became residents, then citizens. They

tactics of the loser party.

It’s about time the Spartan Party
gets the hoot.
For the past few years. 1 have

Though I’ll be graduating in
May, and won’t reap the benefits
of great leadership. I know that the
y ictory of the Stand Up Party is an

become More and more tired of
the spineless and possibly illegal

answered prayer.
This is the hest graduation

gift

become residents. they wiaild pay taxes like everyone
else.
In tny generation (if my family, we have lawyers,
diktors and sift.. essiUl businessmen and women.
We Lunn !hut,: to the richness Ail our country.
Ms parents caIne fniim a country that has no middle
class A country that’s run by men lusting after money
and their ((wit greater g(Hld My parents came to this.

had my sister and I and then bought their
own home. Both my sister and I went
to private schools. graduated from high
school and are now college students. I

graduate this spring
My parents own halt a doien properties around the Bay Area. We all pay. our

FLORES
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taxes, which brings something else to
mind.
Illegal immigrants w ill alw as find an
employer yy 11mg to hire them because
they will hc heaper labor and they will

Illee.ii

aren’t going to stop coming.
a better place for them and

us MI sshutS i)t

their home
loam a country where the boundaries
unbending. wouldn’t you too?
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NICK SCOTT
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Tiffany Montgomery
Senior
Nursing
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ADAM THE BEAVER
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.tiuple Residency should be given to

liaise us Ili, desel Us’ If

accept any salary (Meted to them.
This makes it difficult tor others liii iking tin the
same positions to compete
they w,,f1.1 be U Wine Iii
take such pay cuts.
If legahied. the work field will he equal tor hod)
groups
immigrants will be paid a higher salary ;mil
others cc ill not haYe iii compete with a group yy ilIiui

Letter: Good riddance to Spartan Party reign
Dear editor,

yorly tor a hiWer salary.
’Flus is a benefit because illegal immigrants are not
paying taxes because they are likely being paid under
the table
It the United States allowed illegal immigrants to

Letter: Forgiveness the way to heal violence
al
ts
re
re
rs
rt.

Dear editor.
The following is a beginning
on how
to heal the wounds created by
the murder of innocent people
at the Red Lake Iligh School
Indian Reservation on March 21.
NOil reflect %%hat you worship.
It .sou %,4,119) the ( ’realm"

Through the forgiveness of the
Cross
Then you will reflect the
Creator.
Like a Native American sweat
lodge
The Cross purifies us and purities our worship.
I trusi that the healing

p.ser ut

toriiiseness
brings hope to the Red Lake
Reservation.

,Ar./
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Lottron e Miller
Aluinnu,
Crtminal juAin
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Sparta (Mide is provided tree ol charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline tor entries is noon three
%sinking days be)ore the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily "thee in LEA ight
hints’! 11.11loom 20,) Entries can also be e -mailed to spartandailyweasa.sisu edu titled "Sparta Guide Spa".
resit is t ions may require editing ot submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are receiyed

TODAY

Phi Alpha Theta
A meeting will take place at 3 p.m. in room 135 of

School of Art and Design

Dudley Moorhead Hall.

An art exhibit featuring student galleries will take
place Inuit 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building.
The "Tuesday Night Lecture Series" will take
place from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m. in room 133 of the Art
building. For more information, call the gallery
office at ’124-4330.

A meeting will take place from 4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m
in the Pacheco room of the Student Union. For

College of Engineering
t indergraduate engineering student advising will
he available from 10 a. m. to noon and from 2 p.m.
to 4 p.m. in room 242 (il the Engineering building.
For more informal ion. call Evelyn Contreras at
924-3851.

Falun Dafa Association
"Uncompromising Courage An Exhibit" will
take place from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. There will be
a painting display and cultural dances. "Spring
Harmony Festival" will take place from
7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. Both events will take place in
the Loma Prieta room of the Student Union. For
more information, call Abraham at
01311331-7M47.
SJSU Art History Association Meeting
A meeting w ill take place from 11:45 a.m. to
12:15 p.m. in room 329 of the Art building. For
more information. call Rose Smith at
001) 469-0332.
Catholic (’ampus Ministry
Daily Mass yy ill take place at 12:10 p.m. "Faith
ation" will take place at 6 p.m. Both events
will take place at the Catholic Campus Ministry
chapel. For more information. call Father Mike
Carson at 938-1610.
School .4 Music
’The Listening Hour" concert series will take
place from 12:30 p.m. to 1:211 p.m. in the Music
building Concert Hall. It will feature the students
information. call the music
of line Mills. For in
office at 924-4673.
Counseling Services
A SOS. IM sk ills group meeting will take place from
3 p.m. to 1 20 p.m. Both events will be in
Counseling Serv ices of the Student Services
Center. For nu ire infOrmation. call 924-5910.

/MINDS

CURIOUSLY SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING

Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance

DIRIFW
DAIRR YMORIE

more information. call Courtney Chalupa at
DOI 8694)715.
Victory Campus Ministries
"The Source" will take place at 8:30 p.m in the
Spartan Memorial. Learn about the amazing
destiny God has for your life. For more inform.’
lion. call Marla at 01(1) 368-8239.

WEDNESDAY
Career Center
"Roadtrip Nation" will take place from II a.m. to
4 p.m. in front of Building F and from 7 p.m. to
9 p.m. in the Dining Commons. Roadtrip Nation
is a program and documentary series dedicated to

helping students develop their own unique career
paths. Roadtrip founders will be recruiting new
applicants to take a trip cross-country and film
their experiences interviewing leaders in canons
industries,
Campus Greens SJSU
"The Rollin’ Sunlight." a solar powered truck. Skill
be on campus front 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Pasco de
Cesar Chavez for Fossil Fool’s Day. Free solar
slushics will be available to support the "Renew
CSLI" campaign.
Association for Facilities
Engineering Student l’hapter
A tsunami relief fund harbeque cs ill take place
front 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in front of the Engineering
building. For more information. call Shama at
15110 676-1395.
Graduate Studies and Research.
SJSU Foundation
The 26th Annual SJSI ’ Student Research Iorum
will take place at noon in numis 2145 and 2t47 ol
the Engineering building. It will he a celebration
of student excellence and achievement Refresh
ments w ill he served hi, more information. ..all
Jerni

( ’aimo at 924-1429.
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DATE

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 6, 2005

TIME

7:30 PM

LOCATION

AMC SARATOGA 14

TICKETS AVAILABLE Al

KSJS STUDIO RM. 130
HUGH GILLIS HALL
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Springing forward costs Eye to
eve ...
students one hour
grown accustomed to, and I want to
stay out," she said.
According to the California Energy
Commission, daylight-saving time is
observed everywhere in the United
It’s that time of year again flowers bloom, the weather is warmer, hay States except Hawaii, American
fever sufferers look like they’ve been Samoa, Guam, Puerto Rico. the
in a war zone and homework becomes Eastern Time Zone portion of Indiana.
the Virgin Islands and the Navajo
that much more painful to do.
Indian Reservation in Arizona.
It’s the time when dark denim jeans
The history of daylight-saving time
cotand Doc Martens turn into pastel
is
a
long one, dating back to around
ton skirts and flipthe turn of the 20th
flops.
century. In 1884,
It’s spring, and
Washington. D.C..
daylight-saving
held the International
time has begun.
Prime
Meridian
"You definitely
Conference, which
lose some sleep, but
established the inat the same time,
ternational standard
you get more suntime the United
light and get more
States and most of
stuff done during
the world has now.
Meron
the daylight," said
The idea behind
Jason Romes, a sedaylight-saving time
Andemeskel,
curity officer at the
was to conserve enDr. Martin Luther
ergy by setting the
student
Joint
Jr.
King
clock an hour ahead
Library.
during the spring
He said that the
and summer months. Since the days
people who pass through the auto- would be longer, people won’t need
matic doors are happier in the spring- to use as much energy for things such
time, but there are fewer patrons in as lamps and streetlights, according to
the spring than in the fall and winter the California Energy Commission.
months.
Albert Morales, a store manager
"The students don’t look too happy for the Ben & Jerry’s on 115 E. San
they’re in here, cramming for fiCarlos St., said he misses the short
nals." Romes said.
days of autumn.
Meron Andemeskel. a junior maHe said that since a lot of people
joring in civil engineering, looks for- are on vacation and going places, they
ward to the springtime and couldn’t are in a constant hurry.
wait for the clocks to move forward
"In the summer, it’s hard to stay
an hour.
cool everyone just goes to the mall.
"I love spring
the weather,
It’s easier to stay warm in the fall (than
the longer days. It’s something I’ve cool in the summer)," Morales said.
By Erin Caballero
Daily Staff Writer

"I love spring
the weather,
the longer days."

Donald Wright, a
graduate student,
looks at his selfportrait, which he
painted, in gallery 5
of the Art building,
along with other works
for his Advancement
to Candidacy show
for the approval
of his master’s
thesis. Wright’s
paintings, titled
"Admonishments" are
about political issues
with classical and
modern symbolism.
"It’s both topical and
timeless," Wright said.
Wright practiced his
technique for his other
works by painting selfportraits.

Jennifer Seigul / Daily Staff

CONCERT - Extra tickets issued to fill demand
continued from page 1
singer’s typical larger, arena-sized shows.
Longtime Sting fan Susan Martinez said
this is her first time seeing Sting live in
concert.
"I like this (the Event (’enter) is so
much better," Martinez said.
"I would definitely pay more money to
see Sting perform in a smaller venue than
a larger one."
Style changes in Sting’s show have
caused some fans to wonder what form the
singer will project for this show.
"I expect a lot of variety from Sting’s
show tonight and for him to step out of his
element," Martinez said.
C’unis Counts said he’s drawn to the
singer’s music because he likes his vibe.
Counts’ admiration for the performer

prompted him to bring his entire family to
the concert. Counts said he does not know
what to expect from Sting’s performance.
but is willing to take whatever the vocalist
has to offer.
KFOX 98.5 FM and Star 101.3 FM
came out to support the event and pass out
free gadgets to concertgoers.
A KFOX representative said the former
Police frontman is classic and his radio
station was here to support him.
Even though the show was billed as
sold out, tickets were still being sold on
the day of the event.
Concert tickets started at $33.75 for
general admissions with reserved seating
costing $50.75.
Event Center box office agent Shelpi
Gupta said more tickets had to be released
to fulfill the general admissions demand.

SENATE
continued from page 1
Romey Sabalius. professor lit foreign languages, was concerned that input provided at
the two open forums was not incorporated
into the document.
The resolution was passed after two
amendments were made regarding references
to the importance of academic freedom and
reducing faculty workload.
Terri Thames, a psychologist in counseling services, made the final reading of
Resolution AS1273 regarding Academic
Qualifications tor Student Office Holders.
The resolution %vas unanimously approved.
as was AS1278. which formalizes the creation of the Heritage. Preset-% :mon and
Public Hist( irv Committee.
The committee will foster and preserve
the history of SJSU.
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Enjoy a healthier life.
The first step is free.
Visit the club from April 21-24 to receive a
FREE 8-week membership.
Visit your nearest Pinnacle Fitness location from April
21- 24, and challenge yourself to get fit. It’s a great way
to celebrate the Bay Area Weight Loss Challenge and
get started on your FREE 8 -week membership. Our staff
will give you all the support and inspiration you need.
And best of all, it’s free. Plus, work out at least three
times per week, and you could win a "Continued
Success Gift Pack" that includes 8 free Personal Training
Sessions. Are you up for the challenge?

Enter now for the chance to win a 3-Year membership!
Visit weightlossbayarea.com/sjsu

South Bay
San Jose
408 924 0500

Los Gatos
408.358.3551

San Francisco
Hills Plaza
415.495.1939

One Post
415 781 6400

East Bay
Blackhawk
925.736.0898

PINNACLF,
Danville
925.743.3919

Walnut Creek
925.933.9988

How much better
could your life be?
.

........
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A sculpture of
baby’s head is
placed in front
of a sculpture
of a large
piece of cake
made by Adam
Caldwell for his
Advancement to
Candidacy show
in gallery 3 of the
Art building. In
the background,
Michael Spillane,
a junior majoring
in spatial arts,
looks at another
work of art.

Jennifer Seigul / Daily Stuff

TAXES - Service usually costs $150 to $200
lure ID, such as a driver’s license.
passport or state -issued ID. Also.
they must bring a copy of their
W-2 form, which should be provided by an employer, a copy of
last year’s tax return and a Social
Security card.
Foreign students must bring a
copy of their passport and visa
Senior tax specialist
ma
Armendanz. a coordinanir \s nit
the VITA program. said she is
thrilled to be able to wiwrk ssith the
students and help clients Nix’s,:
their tax returns sooner.
A tax return sent through the
postal system takes any where
from six to eight weeks to arrive
to the ta x pay cr. Armendan, said,
hut vc it ii the new e -tile softw ;ire,
how ev er. It I nil takes two to three

The computer speeds things
up for both the yrrA %olunteer
and the professional. shortening
the time people is ait for then tax
return.
Speed becomes of the essence
vs hen a VI IA !away er has to tile
complic,ited lax returns such as
returns is ith iteimied deductions
and international student tax returns
Ii chinly and check student prepared returns a less pridesexperts is ill he on
’,lona! Imam
hand at all times
Hie Internal Rev entre Sery ice
trains the student volunteers, who
must pass an open -hook. multiplechoice test by at least 70 percent.
said Annelidan,.
IRS employees. certified public accountants Mid poles.1011:11

weeks.
" Hwy ’re very appreciative the people vy his quality pay $150
$21)0 to ha., e their taxes done.
To get it dime tor free. they’re
*wovv, ’ she said.
Villunteers I rom Beta Alpha
Psi. an accounting honors coed
traterilit. is Ill he apply mg Classroom concepts such as accounting
and Ii ance to their experience "in
the held."
Siwrie of the Beta Alpha
Psi membei NtillitlieerN, the tax
lield IS %Oat ihey is ill be go into upon graduation." said
Shawn Fernandei. a Beta Alpha
Psi member and participant in the
igrain.
-So this yrrA ,ommeer es
perience will prepare them for
the clients and assignments they
experience at their
might see
first ph. out of college "
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Carter ’The Coach Who Cares’ as keynote spea

April 12, 2005
4:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Barrett Ballroom, Student Union
Welcome by Interim President Don Kassing
1.[ClLlt
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A
15 Staff
$25 Faculty
& Administrators
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Recreation & Leisure Studies
www surrinceenterpnsc corn

Lecture & Motivational Speech By

Coach Carter
Date: April 12, 2005
Time: ’ iO - 2.30 pm
Location: Moms Dailey Auditorium,
Tower Hall

Ti 110LMES

FREE
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Doe- suits against IP addresses in
one day. many of which targeted
university peer-to-peer networks,
according to an association statement. The next step for the recording association will he the subpoena for names and records of users
from Internet service providers.
In a recent e-mail statement.
Sherman said that the "lawsuits
against urn% ersity network users
ere designed to drive home the
message to students that unauthonied downloading has consequences and that great legitimate
alternatives are available.- He
noted that many universities are
signing up with legal online music sites.
In December. the Pew Internet
and American Life Project published a study on how artists and
musicians feel about tile sharing
Ninety percent of responding musicians said they use the Internet
tor Milmailull and ideas. while 83
percent otter tree samples of their
music online. Many of these musicians reported henents such as
higher compact disc sales. concert
attendance and radio play because
of this, the study tound.
When it comes to copyright.
67 percent of paid artist said the
slit
ciipy right ow
has e complete control. While 310 percent of
paid artists said online tile sharing
is not a threat. 55 percent of paid
artists said peer-to -peer networks
should he illegal. Most of these respondents said they would go after
the peer -to-peer companies rather
than indo ’dual users. The study
% ed 2.7s5 musicians.
l’oo Fighters guitarist C’hris
Shiflett said blaming peer-to-peer
networks tor financial woes in the
recording industry is .1 tall order.
"Its hard to N.15 hi ss much that
affects record sales." Shiflett said.
"You can’t Illea,tire that. For us,
we are a rock ’n’ roll hand in an R
& B world. Rock ’n’ roll records
just don’t sell like they used to. It’s
riohahly less about peer-to-peer
networks arid more about record
labels signing too many bands."
..ro me it seems ridiculous to
alter kids that are using peertopeer net vc orks." Shiflett said
According to the Electronic
Vronlier Foundation. a nonprofit
focusing on civ 11 liberties and
freedom in the digital medium,
these lawsuits represent a repeat
pattern by copyright holders who

feel threatened by new technology.
-Songwriters originally viewed radio the same way the music industry today views Kazaa users - as
pirates," the foundation claims.
Instead of filing lawsuits
against peer-to-peer users, the
foundation is proposing "voluntary collective licensing" by which
peer-to-peer networks would pay
a fee to groups, such as BMI and
SESAC. which represent and reimburse recording artists. This
same remedy was used to settle
disputes between the recording
industry and radio more than half
a century ago.
The foundation agrees that file
sharing can violate copyright law
especially when done on a massive scale, such as with piracy for
sale and redistribution. But peerto-peer networks should be treated
differently, said foundation policy

"To me it seems
ridiculous to go
after kids that are
using peer-to-peer
networks."
Chris Shiflett,
Foo Fighters
analyst Annalee Newitz.
"Sharing one tile with a friend
might be a fair use,- she said.
"This is a gray area. We do think
that suing people who are using
file -sharing networks is absolutely
the wrong approach. We think the
entertainment industry should recognize that peer-to-peer networks
are, essentially. the 21st century’s
answer to the radio, lust as people
are free to make personal copies of radio broadcasts, it would
make sense to allow them to make
personal copies from peer-to-peer
networks."
On March 29. the Supreme
Court heard oral arguments in the
MGM v. Grokster case, an appeal
by 28 of the largest entertainment
companies in the world after they
suffered a setback in the 9th U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals. Al issue is whether the peer-to-peer
network companies. such as
Grokster, can be held liable for
copyright infringement committed

by their users.
The recording association,
along with the Motion Picture
Association of America. filed
briefs in support of MGM against
Grokster, claiming in a January
statement that companies such as
Morpheus and Kazaa should be
held liable for copyright infringement because of their history of
encouraging this activity among
their users.
Newitz said the implications
are mostly peripheral. hut nevertheless serious for technological
innovation.
"Basically it’s the entertainment
industry’s effort to make more
people and entities liable for what
they’re already suing music fans
for - copyright infringement."
she said. "We argue that suing an
inventor for what people do with
her invention will produce a chilling effect in the tech industry."
The foundation, along with
some tech companies such as
Intel, feel that if the 9th Circuit’s
Grokster decision is overturned. it
could reverse the 1984 landmark
-Sony Betamax Ruling."
In this case. the Supreme Court
ruled in favor of Sony against
Universal Studios that producers
of technology. cannot be held liable for infringement committed
by their customers, so long as their
product has non-infringing capabilities. This was the precedent
for the 9th Circuit’s ruling in the
Grokster case.
The foundation claims that this
ruling has shielded companies
from lawsuits, because copyright
infringement can occur on a photocopier, a personal computer.
CD burner or an Apple iPod. In
its brief supporting Grokster. Intel
condemned illegal tile sharing, but
claimed that liability for illegal use
of a product would "stifle innovation and dramatically increase the
cost of such technologies."
The Supreme Court will not
rule on the Grokster case for a
couple of months. Newitz said.
But because the recording association feels it has no alternatives,
individual lawsuits. such as the
one against the Vique family, will
continue.
The
Electronic
Frontier
Foundation has a subpoena search
on its Web site using IP addresses.
Students who have used or are using peer-to-peer networks can visit
the Web site to find out it their IP
addresses are on the list.

CHARGES - District attorney will not press charges
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These events are wheelchair accessible. Sign Language interpreters will
be provided. Individuals needing other accommodations should contact the
DRC at 408.924.6000 voice or 408.924.5990 TTY as early as possible
Please visit us at: www.drc.sjsu.edu
These events die sponsored by
The Llwi Are.is

Associated Students
Student Union Inc.
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grabs DiNardo by her left arm.
above the elbow, and with his
left hand points his finger into
DiNardo’s face," Officer J.
Celan wrote in the report after
viewing the videotape.
According to the police report, "the way Glass grabbed
DiNardo is consistent with
DiNardo’s injuries."
Twelve days after the incident, an officer took six digital photos of DiNardo’s arm,
which had "gray and brown
tinged bruising on the upper
region of her left arm."
In a statement to campus
police, Glass said the only way
his actions would have caused
bruising to DiNardo’s arm is.
"only if she bruised incredibly
easy."
Glass said in the report he
touched her "very- lightly
According to the report.
Glass said he remembered
Silva and DiNardo both trying
to explain something to him.
Glass said he believed
DiNardo to be "very disre.
spectful and unrelenting
IDiNardio was out of control
andneeded some sort of restraint."Glass
said he did not walk
away because he was trying to
solve the problem.
According to the report.
Glass said he believed DiNardo
was acting "kind of crazy."Tarah asked me if she

should tell (Silva) to stop, and I
said she shouldn’t.... I told her
to let it go,- said Jennie Wilson,
DiNardo’s teammate.
After viewing the video recording of the incident, Celano
wrote in the police report,
"DiNardo was able to free her
arm after approximately three
to four seconds. Glass then
attempts to swat DiNardo. or
attempts to grab DiNardo a

"I’m a little
disappointed
the season
has ended this
way."
Jennie Wilson,
teammate
second time. DiNardo was able
to step back to avoid Glass’
second attack."
With 12 witnesses, six photos and a video of the incident
as evidence. Celan recommended a charge of battery be
filed against Glass.
Accottling to the California
penal code, battery is charged
when a person used force or
violence and the use of force
was willful.
After reviewing the investigation, Santa Clara County

District Attorney Mike Fletcher
decided not to press charges
against Glass.
"We must be able to prove
to the jury the charge) beyond
reasonable doubt - and make
sure (making the charges is)
an appropriate use of the community resources and time,
Fletcher said.
"That is not to say (this
case) is or isn’t appropriate for
the resources and time."
Fletcher said he was unable
to make any specific comments
about the case.
Edward Ajlouny. DiNardo’s
attorney. said even though
criminal charges will not be
brought against Glass. civil
charges against Glass and possibly SJSU are "likely."
Wilson said dance team
coach. Jenise Mills. received
word that the team had been
suspended from its final two
performances from an e-mail
written by Bill Penrod. Spartan
Foundation assistant executive
director, who also oversees the
dance team.
"I’m a little disappointed
the season has ended this way,"
Wilson said.
"My coach didn’t read the
e-mail word for word, but
she said (the suspension) was
because of the incident. (The
e-mail) said there was inappropriate behavior from some
teammates."
Penrod said he has no comment about the incident or the
suspension.
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Softball team salvages one of
three against Golden Hurricane
By Ashley Little
Daily Staff Writer
Spring break wasn’t a time for relaxation and sleeping for the San Jose State University softball team.
Playing at home the Spartans faced Brown
University for two games on March 2X and the
University of Tulsa for three games last Friday and
Saturday improving their overall record 25-16 and
their Western Athletic Conference record 1-2.
During the conference doubleheader. the Spartans
split with Tulsa. Both teams were scoreless until outfielder Elisa Barrios hit a triple to right
FINIT"IIIMOON

Jennifer Seigal / Daily File Photo

Overall record

WAC record

25-16

1-2

Team went 2-3 during spring break

Spartan gymnast Kelsey Spellacy spots a teammate on the balance beam during practicis on March 9.

Spartans finish second
Cal State Sacramento wins conference championship
By Shannon Barry
Daily Staff Writer
Coming oft three strong ifleets.
San Jose State University’s gymnastics team headed to the Mountain
Pacific Sports Federation women’s
conference championship at UC
Davis on March 25.
SJSU placed second in the six team meet scoring a 192.025 total.

194.550
192.025
191.400
UC
190.275
SEATTL4 P
AIR
189.500
1119.275
only losing to defending champion
Cal State Sacramento’s 194.55 total.
The
championship
brought
gymnasts together from UC Davis.
Seattle Pacific University. the Air
Force Academy and the University
of Alaska, Anchorage.
"I knew it would he a battle between Sac State and San Jose.- said
Spartan head coach Wayne Wright.
"I never see (Sac) perform as well
until they compete against us."

Screams echoed throughout the
recreation hall as the gymnasts performed on four events -- balance
beam. Boor. vault and uneven bars
striving for scores of a perfect
10.00.
SJSI began the night on the
beam W ith flips, toe points and
round -offs. Amberly Klein scored
9.825. closely followed by Tiffany
Parcasio and Jennifer Greene who
both scored 9.725.
Coach Wright said the team’s
floor exercise was a turning point
in the meet. The team scored 46.95
compared to their high vault performance of 48.675 later that night.
"As a team. fluor is our strongest
t’sent." said Greene, who placed
third on vault. "We were overconfident and it kicked us in the butt."
Freshman Michelle Minotti. the
top SJSU scorer with her second
place total of 38.700 in the allaround, said the team did well recovering on vault. hut it was hard trying
to recover trout a poor performance
on the floor exercises.
"We’re a much better team than
Ii. ’’a le performed. hut that’s gymnastics." Wright said. "Sometimes
you have a had night and we had a
had floor (performance). Sheila Marline,. assistant coach
of the team, said a mistake is nec-

essary in order to learn. but this
year only sophomore Greta Leach.
Minion and Greene will advance
indiv idually to the NCAA West
Regional. in Seattle on Saturday.
"It is really exciting. hut it will
be hard vv ithout the whole team."
Leach said. "Hopefully we can
represent San Jose well."
Leach said she competed as the
lirst freshman in SJSU ’s history in
regionals last year. Minotti will
follow in Leach’s place this year
as the second freshman to qualify
for regionals.
At the end of the championship. Greene was honored for her
9.875 on vault and 39.025 on the
all-around sharing Co-( ivninast of
the Year honors with Sacramento’s
Nirvana Zaher.
"Every year since I have been
here the (team; has done better."
Wright said of his four-year tenure.
"Regional. is a good atmosphere.
especially for the younger gymnasts."
As the gymnasts head out to
NCAA regionals this week. Wright
is still looking to the success of the
team in the future.
"Making it as a team is always
a reward and there is no doubt we
will he there as a team in years to
come."

Giants to host opener against rival Dodgers
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
file day this past winter. Matt Herges pulled out a .iorage box stuffed with
newspaper clippings from the I dis Angeles Dodgers’
surprising sweep of the ( i.ii.is ni the first series at San
ic. In nit ballpark early in
Francisco’s pristine 110S
2000.
Herges is on the other side of the rivalry now. eager for the season-opening three -game set starting
Tuesday against his former team, the defending NI.
West champion Dodgers
ev en if Barry Bonds won’t
be in the lineup.
"It’ll bring hack memories." the San Francisco reliever said, recalling Kev iii Lister’s three homers fOr
Los Angeles in the Giants 2000 home opener alter
he’d been out of baseball for nearly Iwo years. "I kept
newspapers. I kept everything. I kept the hall from it.
... Playing the Dodgers definitely spices things up. especially if it’s opening day."
Los Angeles knocked the Giants out of playoff
contention on the final weekend Iasi season at Dodger
Stadium, only adding to the fuel of till‘, already intense
rivalry. San Francisco is favored 111 Win the division
this year despite the absence of its star slugger, sidelined indefinitely following two operations on his right
knee.
Jason Schmidt, coming oft a career season in
which he won II games and was a finalist for the NI.
Cy Young Award. starts for the Giants against Derek
Lowe.
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"There’s definitely a sense of urgency to win it this
year," Schmidt said. "Careers are very short. Guys are
here because they want to win now. The window is
closing."
The 6-fimit-6 Lowe. a right-hander. won 14 games
for the World Series champion Boston Red Sox last
season, getting three victories in the postseason.
And he knows a thing or two Alan
hav ing
dealt with the New York Yankees for all those years.
"I’m going to go in there with the same expcctaii ms as if it’s going ti u be as intense as Boston -New
York," 1,11We said. "Those are special games. and I’m
very fortunate now to have had a chance to play in
both of them. But you’re not going to win or lose the
pennant by playing the San Francisco Giants. I said
that in Boston about the Yankees."
Giants manager Felipe Alou planned to start talented utilityman Pedro Felt/ in Bonds’ spot in left field on
opening day. Feb/ brings down the age of baseball’s
oldest outfield. which regularly would feature the 41
year-old Bonds, 37 -year -old Marquis Grissom in center and 3K -year-old Moises Alou in right.
Bonds, the seven -time NI. MVP. has said he could
miss half the season or even the whole year. but nobody seems to believe that.
"Barry Bonds in any one id the lour years I’ve
managed here obviously puts an interesting spin on
any given offensive situation," Dodgers manager Jon
Tracy said.
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11 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara
Between :Ird and 4th Street

Ryan liallnirmi Daily File Photo
San Jose State University pitcher Carol Forbes
prepares to pitch the ball against Colorado State
University at a game in the Spartan Classic on
March 20 at SJSU Field. Forbes spilt two decisions on
Saturday against the University of Tulsa,
d
.1,11
tici.L eIt.
greatE,
Forbes pit, lied a complete ;2.tme..illoe nip in,, tune,)
mit three hatters
runs on s,, hits and strik
,is no ittke
the Spartan. I-tidos in then
lust game against I illsa I he only fun stAttell it’ll I illsj
came !Dun a sit den haw alter 1.othes %%alked Tulsa short
stop Stace ’A ilkmesh,. k
Stealing second has,’ and adaneing to third put
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SPRING BREAK SOFTBALL SCORES
vs. Tulsa
Friday to Saturday

vs Brown
March 28

Saturday (1) L2-0
Saturday (2) W 1-0
L 1-0
Friday

Game one
Game two

For more Spartan sports
coverage, go to

L 3-2
W 7-3

STUDENTTRAVEL
Discover

Euro e!

i ITS GO

www.thespartandaily.com
241
Perfect tri is for

our Euro seen Adventure

The Rig
Student

$491
Sitters
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field bringing in infielder Kasey lgarta during the bottom of the 12th inning and giving the Spartans a 1-0
lead.
This was the only run against Tulsa for SJSU in the
three-game series.
Infielder Carlie Hill said she has not been hitting
like she wishes so she could drive in more runs.
"I need to get my hitting back to where it was," Hill
said. "I feel like I haven’t been helping the team out
like all the rest of the team has. I definitely need to get
in my zone again."
Along with her great performances up at hat. Barrios
perfects her position in the outfield game after game.
In the bottom of the 10th inning, Barrios delivered
an impressive catch for the day. She put on a show %kith
an acrobatic catch after she went for a fly hall near center field to end the inning. With the ball falling to her.
she was able to gracefully reach back and catch the hall
for an out.
Barrios brings determination and is a leader in the
outfield, said outfielder Courtney Lewis.
"If we’re practicing and she is not satisfied with one
play, she will practice it ten times for the one that she
missed," Lewis said. "We all notice her work ethic and
I believe it makes us want to work that hard as well. Pitcher Kat Castro helped the Spartans to victory,
striking out three hatters, walking three and allowing
five hits.
"For the rest of the season. for me I just want to still
improve and to never just settle." Castro said.
Pitcher Carol Forbes came in to relieve Castro and
help her get out of the ninth inning for the win. improving her own record 15-12.
Meeting a 2-0 loss against Tulsa in game one of the
doubleheader. Barrios, first baseman Lindsey Allen,
and designated player Heather Lopez delivered hits
for the team.
"I think our team just wants to do as well as we can."
Lewis said. "We don’t look ahead any further than the
next game. We can’t think about the future because it is

$8 per Hoar
or MORE!

,

UK & Beyond

10 nights
London.

$561

Register FREE
for jobs near
campus or home

Include travel insurance
& rail travel,

student-sitters.com

(800)964.4931

Mediterranean
Explorer
10 nights
fiateelons,
Flotonce
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North Carolina topples Illinois
SPRING BREAK EDITION
Baseball

Tar Heels head coach Roy Williams earns first championship

Men’s golf

Hawaii

Sunday
L3-2
Saturday (2) L 6-5
Saturday (1) W 6-2

Finished seventh out of 18 schools
with 592 strokes
Duck Invitational
March 21 to 22 @ Eugene, Ore.

vs. Louisiana Tech
4-0
W 1-0
L 4-2

March 26
March 25
March 24

ST. LOUIS
Of course, there was no way
it was going to be easy. North Carolina did it. though.
and now it’s time to stop asking Roy Williams that
doggone question.
Sean May had 26 points and the Tar Heels didn’t
allow a basket over the final, excruciating 2 1/2 minutes Monday night to defeat Illinois 75-70, a win that
finally gave Williams the national championship that
was missing from his otherwise stellar 17 -year career.
"I’m just so happy for myself, my family,"
Williams said. "These seniors ... they took me for a
heck of a ride."
Freshman Marvin Williams had a tip-in with 1:26
left. Raymond Felton made three free throws down
the stretch and the Tar Heels
133-41 won their first title since
1993, back when Dean Smith
was coaching and Williams was at
Kansas, in the middle of his Final
Four futility.
"He is the greatest coach.’
Felton said. "If he retired tomorrow, I would vote for him for the
Hall of Fame. He told us he would
bring us a championship and we
did it as a team."
Led by May’s 10-ford 1 shooting, Carolina took a 65-55 lead
with 8:51 left and it looked like
Williams would win his 41st tournament game and first championship going away.
But Illinois (37-2) never quits.
The Mini trailed by 15 early in
the second half and 10 a bit later. They tied the game
twice in the last 5 1/2 minutes, but when they had a
chance to force overtime, Luther Head missed a 3 pointer with 17 seconds left, ending their chance to set
the NCAA record for wins in a season.
"Not much you can say," Illinois coach Bruce
Weber said. "We had a tremendous year. It was just a
special journey."
When it was user
after Felton had made his last

Western Intercollegiate
March 28 to 29 @ Santa Cruz

W

Finished 14th out of 16 schools
with 902 strokes

Women’s golf
Ping / ASU Invitational
Friday to Sunday @ Tempe, Ariz.

Women’s water polo
Fluid Five Tournament
@ Bloomington, Ind.

"I’m speechless.

I usually talk my
rear end off but
right now I’m
speechless."

Finished 15th out of 17 schools
with 932 strokes

Sunday

Mountain View Intercollegiate
March 26 to 27 4 Tucson, Ariz.

vs. Indiana L 14-9
vs. Colorado State W 10-3

Finished eighth out of 15 schools
with 891 strokes

Saturday
vs. Michigan W 10-9
vs. UC Davis W 12-8

Roy Williams,
North Carolina
head coach

Women’s tennis
UC Irvine Spring Break Invitational
Friday to Sunday 4 Irvine

March 26 4 the Aquatics Center

Sunday

UCSB 10,
SJSU 9

vs. Idaho State W 7-0
Saturday
vs. Portland L 6-1

March 25 @ the Aquatics Center

Friday

USC 13,
SJSU 7

vs. UC Irvine L 7-0

CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper

EMPLOYMENT
GENERAL
STUDENT DRIVER NEEDED
Transport SJS professor to
from Sunnyvale & Evergreen
College 4 days/week Must
have clean driving record Pay
is negotiable For more info
Call 6/or leave message 408924-5522 or 408-732-2756
LEE’S SANDWICHES now hiring’ All positions available 260
E Santa Clara St io? Sixth St
Next to New Civic Center/City
Hall Call 408-687-1015 or visit
*erne leesandwiches corn

WAITRESSES & DANCERS
No exp nec Will train Must be
21 Great S PT Flex Mrs Call
408-292-3445 after 2 00pm
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party Rental Business
Perfect for Students’
Earn $250 Every Weekend’
Must have reliable truck or
van Heavy lifting is required
4014-292-7876

SO. VALLEY FAMILY YMCA is
hiring exp Summer Camp Staff
EL Teen Program Staff Camp
staff supervise i5 work w/youth
in an outdoor setting through
organized activities F/T 10 wks
June-Aug Teen Program Staff
lead/teach physical activities
inc games, dance classes.
sports, yoga, wirkout in gym,
etc Flexible
hrs M-F 4-8,
WELCOME SACK SPARTANS! may inc wkends Prefer email
Local valet Company needs
shjackson4scvymca.org Apply
enthusiastic & energetic indiscvymca org or call
viduals to work at nearby mays 14081 226-9622
private events 8 country clubs
FT/PT available We will work
around your busy school
FACILITATE YOUTH PROGRAMS
schedule Must have clean
Activities Lessons, Learning for girt
DMV Lots of fun & earn good participants Work with other commoney Call 408-867-7275
munity orgs Set-up 6 deliver pro
grams al assigned locations 5-10
hrsiwk $10 00/hr HS diploma
SPRING STUDENT WORK! or equiv w/some experience
$1450 to START
Understand girl/gender issues
Certified Training Provided
First Aid/CPR Cart (have
Suits All Majors
or can obtain) Basic math
Great Resume Exp
Minimum 21 yrs old to operate
Flex Around Schedule
company vehicles Bilingual is
IMMEDIATE Openings
a plus Avail Immediately Send
Call 408-436-9336
cover letter & res to HR. Girl
FunStudentWork corn
Scouts of Santa Clara Co .
1310 S Bascom Ave San Jose
CA 95128 FAx 408 287-8025
Email hr4girlscoutsofscc org
EMPLOYMENT
No phone calls. pleaseAmoE
SJSU STUDENTS
Receive a 25.. Discount
on your classified ads,
Place your ad in person
DBH Room 209 10am-3pm
Discount not intended for
Business Ads Student ID
Re/cared

EDUCATION/RECREATION/
CHILDCARE
SWIM TEACHERS-Year
round program, indoor pool
Experience with children a
must Teaching experience not
required AM/PM/WE shifts
available Email resume to
sdavis(i’avac us

ATTENTION SJSU STUDENTS
EARN INCOME a GAIN EXPERIENCE
’PART-TIME OPENINGS
’HIGH -STARTING PAY
’FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES

sa.00mouR

Register FREE
for jobs near
Campus or Home
student-sitters Corn

ANNQUNCEintin
CLUIVGFIEEIVORG

$600 GROUP FUNDRAISER
SCHEDULING BONUS
4 hours of your group s time
PLUS our free (yes, freel
fundraising solutions EOUALS
51000-52000 in earnings
for your group Call TODAY
tor NO0 bonus when you
schedule your non -sales fundSERVICES
raiser with CampusFundraiser
Contact CampusFundraiser iv PROFESSIONAL EDMNG
1888) 923-3238 Or Visit
For your paper or dissertation
www campusfundraiser con,,
Experienced Efficient Exact
Familiar with APA & Chicago
Styles ESL is a specialty
Grace 6 831-252-1108 or
Evagrace’skaol corn or visit
ROOM FOR RENT, 38D/2BA vnvw gracenotesediting corn
home in quiet, sale SJ area
7 mu from SJSU 1 blk to Lt rail
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
$425/mo Wit one 2854381
,inclucles cosmetic, 569 00/year
Save 30., 80’, For info call
1-800-655-3225 or
SYWVE student dental corn or
RENTAL HOUSING WWW goidenwestdental corn

SHAREOILOSISMG

ACTION DAY NURSERY/
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
Infant. Toddler 8 Preschool
Teachers S Aides Substitute
positions, some with flexible
schedules are also available ECE units are required
for teacher positions but
not req for Aide positions
Excellent opportunity for Child
Development majors Call
Cathy tor an interview tfit 2441988X18 or lax tea to 248-7433

LIVE I BLOCK FROM SJSU
SOUNDS UNIQUE: Before
Lge 2811 5Ba on 981E1095/mo you purchase any new or
Newly remodeled 408 309-9554 used HiFi Electronics check
with us for great deals on
name brand gear We carry
TIRED OF SHARING
over 100 brands of quality
A BATHROOM??
products including tube 8 solid
Come see our huge
state loudspeakers DJ sound
2 bedroom 2 full bath
classic used equipment
over 1000 sq foot apartment
DAYCARE TEACHERS: Kath
Sounds Unique buy, sells
Walking
distance
to
SJSU
school seeks responsible inditrades consigns 8 services
Newly remodeled
viduals for extended daycare
most quality equipment Trade
Laundry facilities
P/T in the afternoon No ECE
In your old electronics for new
Parking
units required Previous experiWe rebuild your old loudspeakSecurity
Gate
ence with children preferred
ers for new sound Special
Easy Access to Bay
Call 244-1968 X16
pricing for SJSU students 8
Area freeways
faculty Check our vrebsae
Substantially larger than
WWW soundsunique corn or call
otters, $1195 00/mo
408-287-3002
408-947-0803

Clearly Print Your Ad Here

408 9 24. 12 7 7

"
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I 1 -day
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I 3-days
4-days
5-days
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Pion 408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com

MOVE IN SPECIAL!
Greentree Apts at
Tully & Mclaughin
Rents start from $875
Newer Large Units
Park like grounds Patio
Gated Parking MD
Close to Library Shopping
HY101’280
995 Tully Rd 294 6200

A line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation and spaces between

CALL 615-1500 9am 5pm
WWW workforstudents com/sisu

04105/05

LOS GATOS SWIM AND
RACQUET CLUB is currently
accepting applications for post
bons in the following departments Front Desk, Fitness
Staff Summer Camp Leaders
Childcare & Age -Group Swim
Coaches Applicants are to be
Outgoing able to multi -task
Good customer service is a
plus PT AM/PM shifts available More into call (40131
356-2136 or fax resume to
14081 358-2593

I Spartan Daily Classified Local Rates

’Customer sales/service
’All majors may apply
’Internships possible
’Scholarships awarded annually
’Some conditions apply
’No experience necessary
’Training provided

in
achnireseneein.
Certain
these Columns may refer the
mode, lo specify, leleehone
numbers or addresses for
int or motion
additional
Classified readers shouid be
reminded Met when making
Mesa further (.011110 in they should
require
unmet. eitormatioo
beer’ modes; money tor yonits
ix .141IVI/Vs
in midden meters
should amluily eivesligele all
fifIllb nearing empeymenl beings
iouprins tor discount MCI
Mon 01 IIIIIII,Nindoss

RECREATION JOBS AT THE
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
REC DEPT. Positions Open
Now For Leaders Afterschool
Elem Sch Age Child Care
Recreation/Enrichment
Programs PIT. M-F 2-6 15pm
Pay Range $7 83-511 32/hour
starting depending on exp No
ECE units req Call Kathy
408-354-8700%245

two free throws. after May had cradled his 10th and
final rebound Williams took off his glasses and
started looking for people to hug.
A few moments later, he was crying, much like he
has at the end of every season
though no ending
has been as sweet as this one.
"I’m speechless." Williams said. "I usually talk my
rear end off, but right now I’m speechless."
Head led Illinois with 21 points. He had a wideopen look at a 3 -pointer that would have tied the game
with 17 seconds left, but it bounded off and Weber’s
magical ride with the Illini wound up one win short of
the real fairytale ending he hoped for.
His opponent. Williams, left Kansas to take over
the Tar Heels two years ago. after the program Smith
built had faltered and fallen to it20. Williams took a ton of heat for
leaving Kansas after losing in the
title game in 2003 his fourth
close call at the Final Four.
He defended the move, saying
coming hack to his alma meter
had aftvuv s been his dream. Then,
this week, he dealt with a more
familiar question: Did he need
to win a title to call his career a
success’?
He told the story of Smith insisting he as no better a coach
after he finally won one in 1982.
but Williams conceded that answering that "same doggone
question" did get a little annoying
at times.
He finally broke through in a
terrific game, the first meeting of the top two teams
in the final Associated Press poll since 1975. when
UCLA defeated Kentucky.
"For coach to be able to say that the first team to get
him a championship was the 2005 team is an honor,"
May said. "He’ll win a few more before he’s done."
After May made a short shot with 11:22 left in
the first half for an 18-17 lead. Carolina never trailed
again.

Nrir,r
Address
ZIP
City & State
Phone
Send died( or money order to (Sorry, no credit cards) to
Opsolon Daly Classifieds, Son Jess Meta UniveesIty
San 30se, California 99192-0149
Classified desk ,s lot attn in Dwight Bente’ Hall, Rm 209
Deadline 1000 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid Ni, refunds on cancelled checks
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
Questions? CALL 408.924.3277

Check a classification

:lost and found
DAnnouncements
Campus Clubs
:Greek Messages
Events
Volunteers
For Sale
Electronic s
Wanted
DEMployment

:Rental housing
]Shared housing
:Real Estate
Services
D4ealth/8eautY
)Sports/Thrills
Insurance
Entertainment
OTravet
Tutoring

OPPORTUNITIES

ANNOUNCEMENTS

EGG DONORS 55700+
Seeking all ethnicities
FREE MAKE MINI
Model for San Jose Hair Show Responsible healthy applicants
Free Color/CuVStyle
needed Contact 408-528-9208
April
or infoowcfed corn
CALL NOW 408 646-6757
PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
BIRTHRIGHT 408-241 8444
GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS! Call
Earn $15-$125 & more/survey of 800-5504900 Frae/Confidentiai
awn moneyfor surveys corn

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
part
Build
Speedy
Made like
Cheerio refuge
Longest arm bone
Hollow pasta
Volts,,, watts
Pocket iimper
Bread ingrectrenl
22 They qn with Ines
24 (inn? Oh hygiene
27 Changes hair color
28 1ike table sugar
32 Mispronounces
36 Cabinet din
37 Comforter stuffing
39 Novelist
Hobson
40 Leave out
42 Home on. bra.
44 Run in
45 ’Das Floor craft
inypti
47 Wrens abodes
49 Wee.
50 Peeps on going
51 Slanted top
rethlirxj stands
53 Bout enders
56 Norse r.).1
57 Rated
et Peed en feature
85 Designer label
86 Inch along
631 Attract
70 Fery.1110 heavy
71 Cenlury planl
72 Glimpse from atm
73 Snakes do it
74 Send as
to Memaliel
75 Drains
Ea,

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

S
10
14
15
16
t7
18
19

DOWN
1 Slothful
2 Mayberry kid

C does ono. Fealkoo ,v... atm tni
3 ii iv,
34 Jurritie shrimp
3 Lefler before
4 giTi.
rimogr..k. aph
5 - de cologne
29162 HTLiooirioffp000fime.
7 Viking name
98 eGavep.zire: an
10 Hanging plants
It Felipe or Marry
13 MOH Into
0Mr
21 Loyal
23 Rioiogy topic
262S ESe"ednciimbererl
swim
29 Latin dente
lavi
reell
Ix... ..y
3301 2one
33 CuModian

3835 Cvna’npee"d’
rf
the clock
41 Well-worn
43 Write te glass
48 Impatient
chucks
4857 cVZR,oth.ot,oannal
54
55
57
58
59
80
62
133

Movie Award
Twilled fabric.
uproars
Relieved sound
Piqued
Unhearing
Pliny s bear
Daisy Mae 11
CrefOr
84 AAA recorn
mend/ikons
67 Day before
66 Facn
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English department hires two new members
Candidates were selected from a pool of more than 120
By Sarah Holcomb
Daily Staff Writer

The English department at San Jose State
University will welcome two new faculty
members in the fall.
Katherine Harris and Adrienne Eastwood
accepted the positions offered to them as assistant professors by the department earlier
this month, said Scott Rice. English department chair. Both said they are excited to
come to SJSU despite having to relocate.
"1 was ecstatic because I had applied for
other jobs, but the whole time I was watching San Jose," Harris said.
Harris went to Cal State Los Angeles
for her undergraduate studies in English.
and currently lives in New York City. She
said that while she’ll miss being close to
so many museums and art galleries, the
California weather would be a nice change.
"It’s snowing outside right now so I can’t
think of anything I’ll really miss, it’s really
cold here." Harris said in a phone interview.
Before applying for the position at SJSU.
Harris said she got her master’s at New
York University and also taught there for a
year and then taught in the City University
of New York system for about five years.
She is currently finishing her dissertation
for her doctorate at the graduate center
within the CUNY system.
Harris said her special areas of literature
include the Romantic period between 1780
and 1837.
"It’s a brief historical period," Harris
said. "I specifically work on women’s writing through that period, but I also work on
digital studies. What happens to the book
and text when it comes on to our screen?"
Eastwood. who currently resides in San
Diego. said she was willing to relocate to
San Jose.
"I was totally thrilled," Eastwood said.
"And I get to teach a Shakespeare class my
first semester."
Eastwood also said San Jose is a de-

sirable place to live because it is still in
California.
"It’s always been my dream to teach
Shakespeare. I wanted to get a job where
that was the focus," Eastwood said. "I also
wanted to stay in California."
Eastwood said she lived in Philadelphia
and Chicago before, but she was born in
California and enjoys living here.
Harris said she applied for the position at
SJSU because she had a good experience in
California when she was in Los Angeles.
"Not only do I enjoy the environment.
I always said that I’d be happy to go back
and teach at a CSU school," Harris said.
"It’s a large system that serves a nontraditional community. It requires me to be a

"On balance, they had
the kind of prep we
wanted."
Scott Rice,
chair
very inventive teacher, which is what I really enjoy."
One of the reasons Harris accepted the
job offer was the impression she got from
the campus and the faculty in the English
department.
"Everybody gave me an exact impression
of what the department is like.- Harris said.
"A lot of people try to sell their department.
but everyone was up front about everything
that was negative."
Harris also said she enjoyed the relaxed
environment of the department. She said at
some universities. campus \ Isits could be
very formal and structured. At SJSU. she
said it was very relaxed and unstructured.
which she liked.

"I had a couple hours with Andy Fleck
and he said it was OK for mc walk around
by myself." Harris said. "They don’t want
to get involved in everything their faculty
do. which allows them to be autonomous.
It allows me to be creative in terms with
working with students."
Rice said Eastwood and Harris were chosen out of a pool of more than 120 applicants. Rice said the hiring process is "fairly
extensive."
When a position at a university opens.
the university places with popular writing
and language associations.
Applicants submit their applications
and curriculum vitae, which is a detailed
outline of academic accomplishments, and
then that paperwork is reviewed by a hiring
committee at SJSU. Rice said.
Eventually, four finalists are chosen to
come to SJSU to visit the campus. During
the campus visit, the applicants are required
to give a presentation to some of the other
faculty members. Students are also invited
to sit in on the presentations and ask questions.
Rice said Eastwood and Harris were chosen because of their experience and their attitudes.
"On balance, they had the kind of prep
we wanted." Rice said. "We were impressed
by their personalities and the interest they
showed in San Jose State."
Rice said he had interviewed other applicants who didn’t know very much about the
university, despite the amount of information provided on the Web site. Harris and
Eastwood had gone through the Web site
with a tine-toothed comb, Rice said, and
they had a lot of questions for the SJSU
faculty.
Harris said even though the process was
long, the administration in the English department made it easy for her.
"In signing all the contracts and doing
the administrative things they were just fantastic." Harris said.
"It was a dream in the process as well as
being a dream job."
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A career at Sprint is like no other. Here, you’re part of a team. What’s more, you’re part of a
revolution. We are going beyond today’s standards to provide our customers with the best
experience possible in advanced communications. The choice is clear. With more than 65,000
employees and over 700 retail stores, Sprint offers rewarding and challenging careers in an
exciting, evolving market - the world of global communications. We develop cutting-edge
technology that makes our customers’ lives easier. Sprint is at the forefront of integrating long
distance, local and wireless communication services.

Technical Service Reps (Full and part time)
Bilingual a plus Provide equipment -related assistance, including
inventory management and wireless equipment testing

Management opportunities also available.

Amazing Benefits
Opportunities for advancement

Medical, dental and vision insurance

Competitive base pay plus incentives

Immediate tuition reimbursement

Ability to earn 3 weeks’ paid time off

40190 savings program

Holiday pay

Employee Discount Program

Find out more by calling (925)461143111.

Previous retail sales experience highly desirable or all psalms
In these positions, take on challenging projects and make a difference
Let Sprint inspire you

’Sprint
Spent is wood to be 41,110/AA employer

We

Closest store to campus:
Stevens Creek Retail Center
5194 Stevens Creek Blvd.

To learn more about Sprint www.sprint.com/hr

,101,111t,

Daily SW/

Danny Sanchez, a photo and television, radio, film and theatre major, makes
adjustments to a camera while Tony Patane, a digital media art major,
observes. Sanchez was creating an advertisement style photograph for an
assignment titled "Product in Environment" for Yvonne Williams’ Photo
Lighting class. Sanchez said he chose to photograph pizza" because I’m
always sitting in class saying how hungry lam."

Sprint is hiring at its retail locations.

Sales Associates

5. 2(8)5

Focusing in ...

Make the clear choice.

(Full and part time)
Bilingual and retail experience a plus Serve as primary point of
contact for customers
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